
The new RezExpert 8.0 is a fully hosted 
solution maintained in the Amazon Cloud 
environment with many cost and 
operational benefits: 
 

  Reduced IT hardware and 
networking costs 
  Low monthly payments 
  No long term contracts 
  No large initial outlay 
  Easy to use and easy to train 
  Centralized management 

 
RezExpert 8.0 can be accessed from 
anywhere with an Internet connection 
without the usual connectivity and security 
setup concerns. It is Ideal for multi-property 
organizations, franchise networks and single 
properties with remote or onsite 
 operators.  
 
RezExpert 8.0 is an advanced product built 
for today’s business needs and priced to 
allow managers to make sensible, low risk, 
buying decisions. 

“It’s all in the grid…” 
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Software as a Service (SaaS) 

RezExpert has many advanced 
features, including: 
 
  Branding – theme your resort 
interfaces. 
  CRM – Manage and track all of your 
client interactions. 
  Secure payments – accept payment 
information securely. 
  Training – robust training videos 
and PDF’s available on every page. 
   Billing – Advanced automated 
billing for long, mid or short term. 
    Advanced inventory management 
for third party allocations or your own 
websites. 



What is Software as a Service (SaaS)? 
The new RezExpert 8.0 is a fully hosted solution maintained in the 
Amazon Cloud environment . This helps reduce IT hardware costs, 
centralizes all business processes and drastically reduces software 
costs. Access the system with a browser  on a PC, Tablet or Kindle. 

Managers, Owners and  operators can  access the 
system from anywhere with an Internet 
connection without the usual connectivity and 
security setup concerns. Login to run the latest 
reports, check on employees and run financial 
reports. 
 

SaaS Benefits:   
   Reduced IT hardware costs 
  Reduced networking costs 
  Advance account setup 
  Robust training module 
  Automated rental billing 
  Real-time reports 
  Easy to use and easy to train 
  Centralized management 
  Instant  system-wide                         
branding  
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It’s all in the grid! 
RezExpert 8.0 is the most 
advanced java based 
reservation system in the 
world. Utilizing a powerful, 
easy to use, booking grid 
interface that replicates the 
familiar booking chart or 
calendar.  
 

It’s all in the grid! 
The booking grid can switch 
between unit-type availability 
with numbers in each cell 
representing availability for 
that day – ideal for Call 
Centers . Easily Switch to 
individual unit  availability 
view for front desk operators. 
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Help Everywhere 
Extensive help is available throughout  the 
system and will constantly be updated and 
expanded upon.  Employee learning time is 
cut drastically with our inbuilt help system 
saving you time and money. 

 Video Training 
Training is an integral part of 
RezExpert8.0 . We have integrated video 
training panels at the base of every page. 
With high industry employee turnover 
you will save time and money getting 
new employees up to speed with the 
system. 

Written Help 
Detailed PDF help is just a click 
away from every active panel in 
the system by pressing the (?). If 
one of your employees is unsure 
of how to perform a particular 
process they will have a choice 
between video help or written 
PDF help.  
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RezExpert8.0  has a robust CRM module 
which allows businesses to keep all 
history of client interaction, create 
customized follow-up messages that will  
increase customer loyalty and raise 
revenue.  All combined with a  secure, 
scalable, hosted reservation and property 
management solution. 

Automated  and manual custom designed 
follow-up messages are an important part 
of a successful  CRM system to maximize 
client loyalty and  revenue. 

Managing client data 
and keeping track of 
all contacts with your 
clients is essential to 
grow your business 
effectively . 
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Unlimited Tasks and Notes per Client.  

RezExpert8.0 allows you to assign unlimited 
amounts of notes  and tasks to a client.  Every 
time an email is sent or received, a phone call is 
made or received, a detailed note should be 
added to the clients record. 
 
Set a task for employees into the future i.e. “Call 
Mrs Jones to remind her of the outstanding 
deposit on her reservation” Set the date this task 
needs to be completed on. 

Manage Tasks & Notes 
Each employee can view their 
task list when they login to 
the system. Managers can 
view overdue and incomplete 
tasks to follow up and make 
sure issues do not arise. 
 
Run reports on how many 
tasks are outstanding, when 
they should be complete and 
who should have completed 
them. 

Adding Tasks & Notes 
Make new tasks or notes and assign 
them to clients or employees. You can 
also edit existing notes.  Updating them 
but not deleting previous entries is 
allowed to keep the audit trail intact. 

Task & Note Types 
Create unlimited Note and Task Types within 
RezExpert8.0. Admin, Housekeeping, 
maintenance and reservations can all have 
their own task and note types to make them 
easier to search and manage  
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Reduced Credit Card Costs 
We are proud to announce that 
we have teamed with the 
payment processor for Expedia 
transactions worldwide; Jetpay, to 
form RezCollect, enabling you to 
access low credit card processing 
fees. 
 
Clients moving to this system have 
already reported: 
 
 Savings of  10% - 25% or more 
 Improved transaction reporting 
 Faster authorizations 
 Quick, auditable settlements to 
their bank 
 

Real Time Reports 
Access real-time system wide reports 
24/7. Ensure corporate rate structures 
and business rules are maintained. 
Increase revenue by maximizing 
occupancy  with centralized management 
of your business on a daily basis. 

Security 
RezExpert 8.0 uses the latest in online 
security and is constantly being assessed 
and upgraded to meet PCI security 
requirements. 
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Resort Level Branding 
Enhance your branding across your system.  Brand 
the management, call center and front desk 
interfaces with your business colors and logos.  
 
You can access our unique branding tool to theme 
your corporate look and feel across both customer 
facing and employee facing interfaces. 

RezExpert 8.0 - unique branding 
allows you to expand your 
corporate image to the  online 
booking interfaces linked to your 
own website 

Call Center Interface 

Front Desk Interface 

Branding Interface 

         Online Bookings 
RezExpert 8.0  website 
booking module allows you to  
accept bookings online 
through your website selling 
your services 24 hours a day 
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 Automated Billing 
RezExpert 8.0 has a powerful automated 
billing feature.  Unlimited amounts of 
recurring billing policies can be setup, 
monthly rent, maintenance charges, 
yearly membership dues etc.  
 
The system will process the billing batch 
every day and queue it for auditing. Once 
verified, the batch will be processed and 
place the associated charges to the 
correct client accounts within the system.  
 
It will then send an automated email with 
the account statement attached, 
drastically cutting administration time. 
Members can access their account at any 
time through a secure web interface. 

Unique Accounts 
RezExpert 8.0 has a powerful account layer. 
Each client and property within the system 
can have payable and receivable accounts. 
Reports can be generated for any account 
type for instant revenue forecasts. 
 
Automated emails can be sent each month 
with account balances to your clients. 

Account Manager 

Automated Billing  

24/7 Access 
Clients and managers can access  
accounts 24/7, increasing user 
activity and brand awareness. 
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 Powerful Inventory Management 
RezExpert 8.0  allows you to setup and manage 
unlimited amounts of inventory from one simple 
yet powerful interface. 
 
Manage varied types of inventory from Rv sites 
to condos, cabins, charters, marinas, tours and 
even tennis court time and spa appointments. 

Central Access 
Access and manage all aspects 
of your inventory from one 
central location. Set and 
maintain rates, seasons and 
features for all properties. 
 
Set user access for employees 
and members.  Set the 
number of occupants per unit, 
length (if applicable) and open 
/ close times for when the 
unit is available. You can also 
allocate inventory to 
particular business segments. 

Inventory  Setup 

Allocation Manager 
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Prescribed check in day was a big request within our user base. Essential for businesses 
that only accept bookings on certain days for certain unit types like boat rentals, tours 
etc.  
 
To have this feature on the web and at the front desk was crucial so that clients and 
operators knew what days the resort allowed  clients to check-in and to avoid confusion 
when they arrived at the resort. 

Rule Alert 
If your client tries to make a 
booking starting on any of the 
days NOT designated as check in 
days through the online booking 
interface. They will receive the 
following error and will need to 
start their reservation on one of 
the prescribed check in days. 
 
For Call Center or front desk 
bookings the same dialogue 
shows. However an operator  
could override this alert and 
make the booking if their 
security  level allows it. 

Configure 
It’s a breeze to configure. All you 
have to do is:  
 
Login to the online console  
Go to the prescribed Check in 
setup screen  
Choose the days you want clients 
to check in by selecting a check box 
next to each day .  
Set it for all unit types or a 
specific unit type.  
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Our client base has spoken and we listened.  Minimum stay on the web was a big feature 
request. It was not an easy feature to incorporate with all of our clients various 
requirements but we managed it. 
 
This works seamlessly with our new hosted solution and with our online booking module 
for reservations directly from your own website. Simply  login into a special online 
console to configure your minimum stay rules 
 

Rule Alert 
If someone tries to book less than 
the prescribed minimum stay  
through the online booking 
interface they will receive the 
following error and will need  to 
select a longer stay to proceed. 
 
For Call Center or front desk 
bookings the same dialogue 
shows. However an operator  
could override this alert and make 
the booking if their security  level 
allows it. 

Configure 
It’s a breeze to configure. All you 
have to do is: 
 
 Login to the online console 
 Go to the Minimum  Stay setup 
screen 
 Choose the dates the minimum 
stay rule applies 
 Set it for all unit types or a 
specific unit type. 
 Enter the minimum number of 
days you want the rule to apply. 
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You can now have full control of how your units display on the online booking interface. 
Many of our clients have lots of unit types . When clients arrive at the booking pages they 
are often presented with a long list of unit types making it difficult to choose from. 
 
We have developed a setup interface that allows you to add unique tabs and assign 
specific unit types to those tabs. Setup is as easy as 1,2,3 and we are sure you will like the 
results 

RezRobot (online Booking) Relabeling Feature 

View on the RezRobot 
(Online booking 
interface) 
 
Go to your online 
booking pages and view 
the newly created tabs 
and make a test booking 
to make sure everything 
is working as expected 

Configure 
It’s a breeze to configure. All you 
have to do is login to the online 
console and go to the “Unit type 
Features” setup, then: 
 
1.  Create a label for the tab 
2. Select which unit types are 

associated with that tab 
3. View a sample of the output 

on the left hand screen 
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